Maxibit Eagle, Brochure Stand

The Science of Style
Maxibit’s Eagle represents the fine balance between science and good looks. With its
elegant appearance and smooth Scandinavian design, Eagle provides secure storage
and hassle free transportation. Being both clear and curved, its shatterproof plexiglass
pockets are perfectly designed to show off your advertising material whilst looking
good at the same time. With its fool proof auto-locking mechanism, Eagle is set up in
seconds, standing tall and strong to accommodate the most enthusiastic public. Unlike
other brochure stands, as more and more brochures are added, the whole system’s centre of gravity moves towards the middle of its base, making it extremely stable. Once
in the locked down position, the same auto-locking mechanism affords your brochures
smooth transportation. Cocooned in their plexiglass pockets and locked firm in place,
your brochures will always be sheltered from the ruff and tumble of the most brutal
transportation. Maxibit Eagle also comes in a sleek nylon carry bag for enhanced
portability.
A clever compliment
Eagle has been engineered to be the perfect compliment to any marketing display. Its
timeless design and quick set up means that it can be deployed any time and anywhere.
Its small footprint and low centre of gravity allows it to be placed in the most crowded
areas but for maximum impact the system is best used in tandem with other products
in the Maxibit range. For the campaign trail, one might use Eagle with Maxibit Zap
for a subtle yet powerful shopping mall display, while at the trade fair, several Eagle
used side by side can add elegance to Maxibit Stage and create that powerful impact
you’ve been looking for. Eagle also comes in three different colours, red, black and
light grey and will easily compliment your brand or display.

Why choose a Maxibit brochure stand
• Quick to set up
• Auto-locking mechanism
• Works in any environment
• Pockets made from shatterproof plexiglass
• Comes in three different colours
• One of the lightest brochure holders available
• Brochures can be transported safe in the stand
• Delivered in handy nylon carrying bag

Specification:
Maxibit Eagle
Description:
Portable brochure stand with 4 brochure holders.
Size standing:
L27 x W24.5 x H156 cm.
Size packed down: L27 x W24.5 x H40 cm.
Pocket size interior: 21.6 cm x 33 cm, suitable for A4 brochures.
Weight:
4.2 kg
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